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Abstract
Bushey Norwood is made up of two fields running alongside the east of Bath
University. It contains some visible early field banks from the Bronze or Iron Ages
including the site of a possible building enclosure first excavated by Colonel HD
Skrine in 1888. At the southern end of Bushey is thought to be a Mediaeval or earlier
Roman road that crossed from Claverton village to Bath.
The geophysics survey was prompted by a conservation plan by the land owner, The
National Trust, to plant trees but not to damage any early remains. While surveying
the planting area the opportunity was also taken to survey other areas relating to the
archaeological remains of the building enclosure, the field banks and the road.
Results indicated the initial tree planting was unlikely to damage any remains and
that the other survey areas warranted further investigation by excavation and/or
further geophysics.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Location
Bushey Norwood is part of the land owned by the National Trust on Bathampton and
Claverton Downs to the east of Bath. The site shown in Fig 1 lies within the area
from at the north ST 778650 and south ST 782640 and is approximately 1000m long
by 250m wide. It is separated into a larger northern field and smaller southern field

Figure 1 : Location map of Bushey Norwood outlined in red, Ordnance Survey © Crown
copyright

All mapped images in this report are aligned with north to the top

1.2 Dates
The survey was undertaken over the two days, 2 and 3 December 2019.

1.3 Personnel
The survey was led by Tim Lunt and undertaken by the following members of the
Bath and Counties Archaeological Society (BACAS) :
Janet Pryke, John Knapper, Terri Knapper, Elpitha Lemos, Lawrie Scott, Roger
Wilkes, Roger Underhill, Rob Arkell.
and volunteers from the National Trust Skyline Archaeology Monitoring Group :
David Stubbs, Sue Rhodes, Martin Ansell, Mike Dennis-Jones
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1.4 The Site
Bushey Norwood is not scheduled and at the time of the survey the northern field
was grass pasture with isolated mature trees over the whole area and copses of
younger trees along the west side and at the southern end. The smaller southern
field was pasture only. Both fields are grazed occasionally by cattle.
There are two Historic Environment Records (HER), 64147 and 64148, which refer
to the excavations at the building enclosure discussed in Section 2. Another HER
67836 refers to the possible Roman road in Norwood Field, adjacent to Bushey
Norwood.
The field boundaries, the sites of the building enclosure and bank depressions show
up clearly in the LIDAR survey image, Fig 2. The field banks are up to 50cm high
and stones can be seen in the bank surrounding the building enclosure (Fig 3). On
the west side of the site, two depressions can be seen in one of the banks (Fig 4).

Figure 2 : LIDAR of north end of Bushey Norwood
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Figure 3 : Bushey Norwood building enclosure looking north

Figure 4 : West Bank depressions looking east

The Whitaker dissertation, September 2000 reported a conversation with a previous
tenant of Norwoods Farm to the west (now the site of Bath University) who claimed
that the central area of Bushey had been bulldozed following WW2 to clear scrub.
This could be correct as the majority of the field appears to show some sort of
scraping or quarrying activity in the LIDAR image shown in Fig 5. A view of the tree
planting area is shown in Fig 6.
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No visible remains of field banks or other significant features can be identified in the
central field area. Bedrock is evident in some parts that has grooves often
associated with ploughing by ard (an early iron-tipped shaft plough) which would
suggest that the top soil was deeper at some time in the past.

Figure 5 : LIDAR image showing probable bulldozed area (yellow) at Bushey Norwood and
initial tree planting area

Figure 6 : View of tree planting area from the south; three tree sites in green
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The LIDAR image of the southern field at Bushey (Fig 7) shows three lines that are
possible trackways or field boundaries meeting in the centre and the public footpath
running straight near the northwest side. Nothing clearly relates to the expected road
alignment (shown in yellow) sought by the survey although there is evidence of
northeast/southwest ridging across the field which may disguise any road bank.
There is also a rectangular outline of a possible building near the eastern road end.

Figure 7 : LIDAR image showing south field at Bushey Norwood

Figure 8 : View eastwards along road line, South field, Bushey Norwood
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3 Background
Bathampton and Claverton Downs form part of an oolitic limestone plateau to the
east of Bath sloping down to the River Avon on three sides. They retain historical
evidence from prehistoric times in the form of flint implements and there are the
visible remains of Bronze Age barrows, Iron Age and Romano-British or earlier field
banks and extensive stone quarrying, probably begun in Roman times. Later use of
the Downs, apart from stone quarrying, was agricultural with extensive rabbit
warrens in the mediaeval period. The most recent developments in the past century
have been the Bath golf course set within the bounds of the Iron Age “Camp” and the
creation of Bath University on the site of Norwoods Farm. As a result of the activity in
more recent times some archaeology has been damaged or lost but the area still
retains much of historical interest.
The two fields that comprise Bushey Norwood are in the south east corner of
Claverton Down bounded on the east by Hengrove Wood and the edge of the
escarpment of the Down above the village of Claverton; at the north by Herc’s Dyke
forming the southern boundary of the golf course; on the west by Bath University
halls of residence and sports facilities; and the south by woodland beside Claverton
Lane.
In the C18 Bushey Norwood formed part of Ralph Allen’s 3000 acre Prior Park estate
and would have been acquired by him in the early 1700s. From that time it formed
part of the two mile Claverton racecourse (outlined in yellow in Fig 9) until c1784. It
was then moved to Lansdown where it continues today because the stony ground on
Claverton Down was found to be too dangerous for horses when racing. In its day
the Claverton racecourse was apparently very well attended with up to 20,000
spectators and 800 carriages in attendance. One or more of the standing stones in
the lower end of Bushey, considered at one time to be of prehistoric origin, may in
fact be marker posts for this racecourse.
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Figure 9 : Thorpe 1742 map showing Claverton Horse Race Track crossing Bushey
Norwood in the east and the pre-1820 lane from Claverton

Fig 9 also shows the lane up from Claverton in the C18 (superseded by the present
lane when the new Claverton Manor, now the American Museum, was built in the
1820s) which as can be seen in the satellite overlay in Fig 10 appears to have
crossed the south end of Bushey Norwood and may have followed the line of an
earlier roman road leading from Bath to Warleigh weir.
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Figure 10 : Thorpe 1742 map overlaid on a satellite image showing approximate outline of
Bushey Norwood crossed by the pre-1820 lane from Claverton
However the Ralph Allen estate map of c1760 (see Fig 11) omits many of the tracks and the
racecourse including old Claverton lane that are shown on the Thorpe map of 20 years
earlier. It is thought this may be because only Ralph Allen’s carriage drives are shown on his
map.

Figure 11 : Ralph Allen estate map of c1760 overlaid on a satellite image

Bushey Norwood later became part of the Mallett family estate who were owners of
one of the oldest antique dealers in the country, Mallett & Sons, established in 1865
in Milsom Street, Bath. They lived at Longwood House on Claverton Down Road,
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now the BMI Bath Clinic, and in the 1960s Mrs Mallett gave a bequest of 347 acres
of land on Combe and Claverton Downs to the National Trust including Bushey
Norwood.
Bushey Norwood as part of the National Trust estate now forms part of the Skyline
walk and the geophysics survey was prompted by a conservation plan to plant trees
without damaging any early remains. While surveying the initial tree planting area the
opportunity was also taken to survey three other parts of the site.

4 Previous Archaeology
The Reverend John Skinner, Vicar of Camerton, is renowned for the many diary
sketches recording his antiquarian visits to various parts of the country, particularly
the local area. His sketch of Bathampton and Claverton Downs from c1820 (Fig 12)
shows many of the bank, barrow and road features that were then visible, but none
of the field banks on Bushey Norwood.

Figure 12 : Bathampton and Claverton Downs, Revd. J Skinner, c1830

Another vicar, Reverend W Phelps in the History of Somerset, published a map (Fig
13) in 1839 which borrowed much from Skinner but did include a round feature on
Bushey Norwood that could be interpreted as the banks of the building enclosure.
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Figure 13 : Bathampton and Claverton Downs, Revd. W Phelps, 1839

Various excavations of barrows and hut circles in 1856 by a third vicar, Reverend HB
Scarth, then followed on Bathampton Down but it was not until Colonel HD Skrine of
Warleigh Manor reported how while out riding he had noticed on Bushey Norwood
“banks similar to those on Hampton Down” and in one place the remains of stone
walls. The earliest detailed map of the area (Thorpe, 1742), together with Skinner’s
map, show the top of Bushey Norwood as wooded so this may have hidden the
earthworks until these trees were later cleared.
In 1888 Skrine excavated the small, irregular enclosure, approximately 28m by 18m,
bordered by the foundations of walls reported as around 2m thick and up to 1m high.
Pottery shards, stone implements, quern fragments, flint flakes, domestic animal
teeth and bones and burnt stone were found within. Skrine stated that the structure
resembled house-sites that he had visited at Chysauster in Cornwall. Various
commentators subsequently have thought it more likely to have been a courtyard or
small enclosure than a building.
In 1928 T.S. Bush and E.A. Whittuck excavated a single trench cut across the
enclosure previously examined by Skrine. In the centre they found a rough circular
floor all over which were fragments of rough early pottery, boars tusks, animal
bones, and teeth, as well a quern for grinding grain. It is uncertain whether these
were left by the Skrine excavation. Apart from a drawing of the building enclosure
exposed by Skrine (shown in Fig 14) and drawn by surveyor FW Gardiner in 1889 no
finds or other records of the excavations are extant.
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Figure 14 : The Building enclosure by FW Gardiner, 1889, and overlaid on LIDAR

The site of the building was recorded on the 1932 OS map shown in Fig 15.

Figure 15 : 1932 25 inch Ordnance Survey map showing Building position © Crown
copyright
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5 Method
5.1 Gridding
The 12 grids completed were laid out in 20m squares and covered five areas, the
Trees, the Building, The West Bank Depressions and the Road (in two places)
The layout, grid numbering and positions are shown in the Appendix
5.1.1 Building
Four grids were mapped over the building enclosure with NW point at
ST7775664821 and SE point at ST7780364786
5.1.2 Depressions
Two grids were mapped over the length of bank containing the depressions with NE
point at ST7770964784SW and SW point at ST7772964764
5.1.3 Trees
The National Trust Conservation Plan for Bushey Norwood includes a series of
annual tree plantings commencing in Winter 2019/20. The first three trees will be
planted at the following grid references: ST7786064618, ST7786264602,
ST7787764606. Two grids were mapped over these points with NE point
ST7787964619 and SW point ST7785864599
5.1.4 Road
Two survey strips across a projected road line were made at the western side of the
and the centre of the Bushey south field , each of two grids. A half grid carried out at
the north end of the western strip has been ignored due to data issues.
The western grids had NE point ST7800764203, SW point ST7798864165
The eastern grids had NE point ST7816564161, SW point ST7814564122

5.2 Twin Probe Resistance
The investigation used twin-probe resistance with 1m probe spacing performed with
the TR/CIA and RM devices. Readings were taken at 0.5m intervals along lines 1m
apart giving 400 readings per 20m grid square.

5.3 Magnetometry
The magnetometer used was a Bartington 601-2 dual fluxgate gradiometer.
Readings were taken at four per metre along lines 1m apart, giving 1600 readings
per 20m grid square. The machine effectively measures two lines simultaneously,
allowing a rapid rate of progress, up to 2 ha/day.

5.4 Software
INSITE v3 (1994) was used as the principal analysis software. This is now regarded
as obsolete but is still preferred by BACAS because of its very versatile grid mapping
capabilities and its visual approach. BACAS has developed its own proprietary
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software to allow the twin probe resistance meters to be downloaded to computer
and then the data imported into INSITE.
The magnetometer was downloaded to computer using Bartington proprietary
software, then passed through BACAS proprietary de-stripe (zero median) software
before being imported into INSITE.
Image overlays in this report were generated using the QGIS geographic information
system (GIS).

6 Results and Conclusions
6.1 Building
The survey area covered the building enclosure outline visible on the ground
together with the start of the adjacent field banks. At various points stones could be
seen in the top of the grass banks of the building.
The resistivity results shown in Fig 16 clearly show a darker resistance for the stone
in the building banks which is apparent in the overlay with the LIDAR in Fig 17. The
stonework follows the ground topography on all sides except the east. Here the
building outline in LIDAR is less distinct but the stonework does appear to continue
round to complete the circumference although on a less oval line than expected. A
large area of high resistance within the building area may be a stone surface or
natural bedrock. The apparent gap in the southwest corner is shown as a result of a
large holly restricting access for survey measurement.

Figure 16 : Building resistivity results
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Figure 17 : Building LIDAR image (left); overlaid on LIDAR (right)

When the resistivity is overlaid on the plan from the Skrine excavation (Fig 18) there
is correspondence with his excavated wall except on the east side where the
stonework line does not match. It may be that the darker resistance in the survey
results suggesting stone may be mixing natural bedrock features with the manmade.

Figure 18 : Gardiner excavation plan overlaid on resistivity results
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The magnetometry results (Fig 19) are less defined but may suggest a more circular
feature within the building banks. The darker spots within the centre could be related
to the burnt stone areas found during the previous excavations.

Figure 19 : Building magnetometry results (left); overlaid on LIDAR (right)

6.2 Depressions
Survey of the depressions (see Figs 20-23 below) showed a line of darker resistance
in the resistivity results on the south fringe of the earth bank suggesting stone,
possibly natural bedrock, with little evidence of the depressions. The magnetometry
results did highlight the line of the bank and the depressions indicating that the latter
have different characteristics to the ground surrounding them.

Figure 20 : Depressions resistivity results
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Figure 21 : Depressions magnetometry results

Figure 22 : Depressions LIDAR image

Figure 23 : Magnetometry (left), Resistivity (right) overlaid on LIDAR
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6.3 Trees

Figure 24 : Resistivity results (left); Magnetometry (right)

Underlying archaeology is unlikely in the tree planting area as the bedrock seemed
very close to the surface, possibly as a result of the earlier bulldozing. Resistivity and
magnetometry results are shown in Fig 24 and have no clear results. The only
possible area of interest may be related to the straighter lines showing in the
southern end of the resistivity grids so a watching brief during excavation of the
holes for these trees is suggested in case of any finds.

6.4 Road
The results of the two survey strips across the Bushey south field are shown in Fig
25 with the possible road line in each identified in blue. No magnetometry was
carried out on these grids.
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Figure 25 : Twin-probe resistance results showing possible road evidence illustrated in blue

When overlaid on the satellite image the survey findings do appear to align together
as shown in Fig 26 and also with an approximate alignment on the tree avenue
shown in the 1903 OS map. The direct line between the possible agger by the
railway line at Claverton where Grey found roman evidence in 1907 and the
crossroads at the top of Bathwick Hill is shown in yellow as a possible Roman road
line. This western point where the road crests the hill was a significant meeting point
of several roads on the Thorpe 1742 map including the lane from Claverton village
and may have ancient origins.

Figure 26 : Geophysics road alignment (blue) with Roman road line (yellow) and tree avenue
overlaid on 1903 OS map and satellite image
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This Roman road line is also reported to run across the field west of Bushey (now a
Bath University sports field) where Grey excavated a road surface in 1906, although
the sports field development in 2001 failed to find any evidence of the road.
The point where the yellow roman road line crosses the eastern geophysics survey
strip is not apparent in the survey results. Whether the geophysics line is the
mediaeval road wandering away from a roman road line would have to be decided
by excavation.

6.5 Conclusions
Tree planting is unlikely to damage any remains in the central Bushey Norwood area
due to the likely bulldozing but may be a challenge to complete given the bedrock is
so close to the surface in many parts.
The building enclosure requires excavation to establish its age and origin and
whether this was in fact a building or just an enclosure where domestic activity took
place. The excavations by Skrine and others do suggest cooking and food
preparation and likely use of fire is apparent in the magnetometer results. Further
pottery finds or organic material is needed for more accurate dating.
Similarly excavation of the two depressions in the west field bank would be needed
for further clarity on their form and use.
The road could be further investigated by resistivity profiling to define its width and
depth more clearly, both at the points surveyed and elsewhere along the line.
Excavation would also provide this information as well as possibly showing whether
its construction was Roman or only later as the mediaeval track from Claverton.
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Appendix
Grid Layout
The order in which each of the 12 grids was carried out is shown in Figure 27 with
TR/CIA meter grids shown in green, RM meter in blue, Magnetometer in red.
All measurements were started from the south west corner of each grid.

Figure 27 : Grid Numbering
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